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An associate's degree in nursing opens up new approaches and extends routes of success before a
person. You can find so much career possibilities present in front of you. Nursing does not always
mean just bounding yourself as well as your career within the hospitals. It provides you so many
new tracks in front of you. One thing you just have to do would be to create a clever selection and
choose the field that you can do to the best of your spirits. As opposed to other professions nursing
require full dedication and highly skilled plus trained individual to deal with different patients, each
and every one of which holds a complete and diverse form of human traits and nature.

After doing your associates degree in nursing and getting the rank of a registered nurse RN, there
are so many new destinations waiting for you. The career path you chose once after completing
your degree is not the ultimate choice, you can switch to any other specialized field of your choice
whenever you want. There are so many options open for you, for your convenience a few of the vast
range are explained below. Any of these can also become choices for changing careers in midlife

Agency nursing: after completing your associates degree in nursing you can start your job as an
agency nurse. An agency nurse works according to her own convenience and time management.
You can select which shift of the day suits you best and then you can fill your quota according to
that time.

Travel nursing: for those who want to make a dedicative career and life style and wish to serve
humanity beyond boundaries, travel nursing is the best option. With this type of career option you
can travel in different regions of the world and can enhance your skills and qualifications by working
with different experienced and highly skilled doctors. You can also fulfill your old dream of travelling
around the world by pursuing this career choice.

Clinical nursing: nurses who do advanced courses in one or other field of medicine are called
clinical nurses. They earn much higher than registered RN nurses. This post is a step ahead and
gives you lot of anticipated promotions of your career.

Critical care nurse: A clinical nurse trained in a specialized field of medicine is only eligible to apply
for the job of critical care nurse. These nurses hold great responsibility as they attend the patients
that are suffering serious and life threatening diseases and injuries. They must know about the type
of disease they are treating and must have special knowledge and required quota of patience and
skills to deal with the patients and their relatives.

Oncology nursing: Also called as cancer treating nurses is a well paying and challenging field of
specialization in nursing. The specialized nurse has to deal with all the procedure involved in the
treatment of cancer from chemotherapy to deal with symptoms of the cancer. A nurse has to take
care of the patient in such a way that the patient not only gets professional help but also moral
support to fight the disease.

Wound care nurse specialist:These nurses are responsible for the patients who suffer from serious
injuries and operations, ulcers and similar ailments. As these patients need special type of care
whether they are admitted in the hospital or are discharged, a constant professional help is very
necessary for their quick recovery. Then for this purpose there is no better option than a nurse.

Private Doctors practices:This job is for those who want to make their career and gain some
experience working privately within the field they had specialized. After completing associates
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degree in nursing you should choose a field of specialization for your career hence you can get a
job according to the field you had specialized in.

Anesthesia:This is another very critical and responsible job of nursing career. In this type of job,
nurse has to work with different doctors like pediatrician, dentist, and surgeon and in labor rooms.
Your work is to give anesthesia to the patients and maintain its proper level.

A word of advice for anyone who wants to pursue nursing as a career:

To get best out of an associate degree in nursing make sure you quality a little beyond the degree
itself. Assess yourself by keeping an eye on your personality and groom yourself.

- take pride in what you are. Make your personality beautiful and attractive in such a way that there
is always an eminence of grace and splendid elegance out of you.

- Never ever forget the real cause of the profession. Off course money is the foremost thing for
spending life in these crucial times. But the core cause of nursing profession is to serve those who
are entirely dependent on you.

- keep those emotions of care and empathy always young deep in your heart and soul.

- make your profession your passion and keep the level of energy and enthusiasm up.

- Always keep tracking the path of success and never stop on just associate's degree in nursing,
always keep you ready to learn new techniques.
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